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Introduction

1.1

Welcome
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Welcome to the Rulemaking Comment/Response Tool User's Guide.
The EASA Rulemaking Comment/Response Tool (CRT) is a web-based application which facilitates the workflow of NPA
(Notices of Proposed Amendment) documents issued by EASA, allowing users to review these NPAs, add comments to
them, view the corresponding responses in the CRD (Comment/Response Document) and add their reactions before the
final publication of the document.

1.2

Document workflow and terminology
NPAs
Documents begin their lifecycle within the system as NPAs (Notices of Proposed Amendment).

Segments
The NPA is divided into segments to facilitate the automatic creation of the CRD later in the workflow. Each segment has a
description which will appear in the CRD document to identify the part of the document on which users have commented.

Commenting Period
Once an NPA is "ready for comments", registered users can start placing comments on it using the CRT application. During
the Commenting Period, they can always go back and edit, delete, or add more comments.

Response Phase
When the commenting period is over, users can no longer add or edit their comments. The document will now be in the
Response Phase, while EASA staff will be adding their responses to the comments and preparing for the publication of
the CRD.

CRDs
CRDs (Comment/Response Documents) are documents which list all the comments made on an NPA with their associated
responses by EASA and the resulting, modified text of the NPA (if the comment was accepted and a modification of the
text was deemed necessary).

Reaction Period
When the CRD is published, the Reaction Period starts, during which users can add their reactions to the responses in
the CRD.

Preparation for publication
The end of the Reaction Period is followed by a brief period while EASA staff prepare the final publication(s).

Final publication
The workflow ends when the final document(s), decision or opinion, is published .

Document status
The workflow described above is represented within the CRT application by the following icons, describing each status:
Icon

Description
Document is ready for comments
Document is awaiting responses to comments
CRD is published and awaiting reactions
Document is being prepared for publication
Document is published
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Using the CRT application
The CRT application is a web-based application. Although it should work in most modern browsers, it has been tested on
Microsoft Internet Explorer 6+ (Service Pack 2 must be installed), Mozilla Firefox 2.x & 3.x, Opera 9.x, Safari 3.x and
Google Chrome.
You will need to have Javascript and cookies enabled on your browser. You will also need to make sure that you have the
free Adobe Flash Player and Reader installed.
Within the application, most actions on tabular data (documents, segments, comments, etc.) are accessible through a
right-click context menu on a particular row.
Warning: users of the Opera browser should use a standard left-click because custom context menus are not supported
on this browser.
When you right click on any row, a different menu of actions will appear depending on where you clicked and what your
user rights are.

Some actions (for example, adding a comment) require that some data be sent to the application database. In many
cases, while such communication is taking place, the screen will be grayed out and a "Please wait..." message will
appear with a progress bar. Your will not see the results of your action until this message disappears. The waiting time
depends on your connection speed, the load on the application server, etc.
Hint: To ensure that you are taking advantage of all the available screen space, particularly when working in the
comments view, you can press the F11 key, which on many browsers will result in the web page window taking up the
whole screen. The CRT application will automatically scale to the width and height of your browser window.
Please bear in mind that, as with all web applications, some of the images used in this guide may not reflect exactly what
you see in your browser/operating system.
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How to...

2.1

Register
In order to add comments to NPAs or reactions to CRDs and generally to access the advanced functionality of the
application, you need to login as a registered user.
To register for the CRT application, you need to point your web browser to the following URL:
http://hub.easa.europa.eu/security/?app=crt&act=register
You will be presented with a form which you are required to fill in. Some fields will have a question mark icon next to
them. Moving your mouse over that icon will display a brief explanation for that field.
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You will have to read and accept the CRT terms of use.
At the bottom of the form, you are presented with a random image, displaying 5 characters, digits or letters and you are
required to enter these characters in the text box below, as a security measure. You can read more about why we do this
on this URL: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Captcha.
Once you click on the Register button, if all fields were filled in correctly, a verification e-mail will be sent to the e-mail you
provided as your User ID. It is therefore important to use a valid e-mail address. This verification e-mail will contain a link
on which you have to click to activate your account. If the process is completed successfully you will again be notified by
e-mail.
You are now ready to login!
Warning: Please make sure you provide a correct e-mail address. If you provide an invalid e-mail address or make a
typo while entering it (that's why we ask you to enter it twice), you will not get the verification e-mail and thus will not
be able to login and place comments.
Hint: If you are already registered in another EASA web-based application, you will be prompted to enter your existing
password and submit only the application-specific required information. You can use the same credentials across all
EASA web-based applications.
Hint: Several users can be logged in from different workstations with the same User ID simultaneously. This way all
users from one organisation can see what comments their colleagues have entered.
Hint: Users can have different User IDs but the same "Commentator Identity", because on the CRD only the
Commentator Identity will be shown.
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Login
To login to the CRT application, you need to point your web browser to the following URL:
http://hub.easa.europa.eu/security/?app=crt&act=login
Alternatively, you can point your web browser to the main CRT application URL (http://hub.easa.europa.eu/crt) and click
on the Login button.
You will then be presented with the following screen, where you can enter the credentials you specified when you
registered.

If you check the "Remember me on this computer" option, next time you go to the login page you will not have to type
your e-mail again, only your password.
Hint: If you forgot your password, you can click on the related link shown above, and you will have an automatically
generated password sent to your e-mail address.

2.3

View the list of documents
To view the current list of documents, you must click on the "View documents" link on the top of the page.
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From left to right, the columns displayed show the document status, the task numbers associated with that document, the
title, the NPA number given by EASA, the affected rules and codes, and the begin and end dates of the Commenting
Period or the Reaction Period, depending on the document status. Clicking on the question mark next to the Status column
header will bring up a popup window with an explanation of all the document status icons displayed below.
You can sort the list based on document status, document number, Commenting Period or Reaction Period begin and end
dates by clicking on the corresponding highlighted column headers. Clicking twice on the same header will switch from
ascending to descending order and vice versa, as indicated by the small arrow next to the sorted column.
You can select the number of documents to see per page from the drop-down list on the top. Your setting will be
remembered next time you login to the same computer.
You can also filter the list based on document status by making the appropriate selection from the drop-down list on the
top-right corner.
If the end date of the Commenting Period appears in bright blue color, this means that it has been extended. Click on the
icon next to the date to read the reason for the extension.
Right-clicking on any document row, will bring up a popup menu with different actions. Click on any menu item below to
get more information about that specific action.
(Note that some of these actions may not be available, depending on the document status)

2.4

Filter the list of documents
You can filter the list of documents based on a task number, any word in the title, or any affected rule & code of an NPA.
The table headers of the columns for the task numbers, the title and the affected rules & codes have a small "funnel" icon
next to them. Clicking on this icon reveals an input box where you can enter your search term:

Type your search term in the input box and click on the little green check mark next to it to apply the filter:
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The list of documents is now filtered according to your search criteria. The table header of the filtered column now
appears in bright blue and the "funnel" icon is changed to
. Clicking on this icon will remove the filter.
You can do the same for task numbers and affected rules & codes, and you can combine multiple filters together.
Especially for affected rules & codes, as a convenience, there is an additional way you can specify a filter. If you hover
your mouse over any affected rule & code in the list of documents, it becomes highlighted and you can click on it to set
that rule as your filter:

The documents with affected rules & codes which match your filter exactly will be displayed in a light blue color, and you
can click on any one of these to remove your filter:

2.5

View a specific document
To view a specific document, or download/save/print it, right-click on any document row in the list of documents and
select "View NPA", "View CRD" or "View final publication(s)", depending on the document status. In the case of the
NPA or CRD, a new browser window will open with the document in the Acrobat PDF format. You need to have the free
Adobe Reader to view it. You can then use all the tools in the Reader interface to save a local copy, print the document,
etc.
In the case of final publications, one NPA can be associated with multiple publications. In this case links are provided to
these publications as in this example:
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Different icons are used depending on the type of the link.

Hint: It is suggested that you save the PDF version locally for later printing and/or reading it at your leisure using the
advanced functionality provided by the Adobe Reader. The FlashPaper version is only meant to be used for adding your
comments, and depending on your screen resolution, it may not provide for comfortable reading.
Hint: If you are using Internet Explorer, the document may open in a window which is not resizable and therefore
inconvenient to read. In this case, you can specify that Adobe Reader should open PDF links directly, instead of in a
browser window, by going (in Adobe Reader) to Edit->Preferences and unchecking the "Display PDF in browser" option
from the "Internet" category.
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Use the FlashPaper interface
The FlashPaper interface is used throughout the CRT application to facilitate the commenting process.

On the top part of the interface, you can see the standard FlashPaper toolbar.
You can use the "Hand" tool to pan the page or the "Text selection" tool to select parts of the text. You can enter any
word or phrase in the text box and click on the magnifying glass next to it to search within the document. You can change
the zoom percentage using the slider provided, or by entering the exact percentage number in the text box next to it. The
last two buttons allow you to fit a whole page or fit the width of the document to the view.
You can also use the scrollbars as well as the "Page Up" and "Page Down" buttons on your keyboard to navigate through
the pages.
While an NPA/CRD is being loaded in FlashPaper, you will see a progress bar which indicates the progress of loading pages
and processing the necessary meta data:
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Warning: Before you take any action, please wait until this progress bar disappears.
Hint: You can use the familiar keyboard shortcuts [Ctrl]+C and [Ctrl]+V to copy and paste any selected text (highlighted
in green) from the document to your description.
Hint: Sometimes clicking and dragging your mouse to select a portion of the text can be cumbersome or even
impossible if your selection is contained within a highlighted segment. An alternative and perhaps more precise way of
selecting text on any document is to click on the 1st character in your selection and then click on the last character while
holding down the [Shift] key.

2.7

Add/edit comments

2.7.1

The comments view
The comments view is where you can manage your comments on an NPA.

To the left you can see the NPA using the FlashPaper interface. To the right, you can see the list of segments on which
you can place comments, as well as the comments you already placed on this NPA, indicated by the small numbers in the
"Comment #" column.
Hint: you can drag the splitter handle in the middle to optimally divide the width of the screen between the document
and the list of segments.
Clicking on any segment row on this list will highlight that segment on the document. As you hover your mouse over the
document, the defined segments will also be highlighted.
Right-clicking on any segment row will bring up a menu of actions which allow you to add a comment on that segment,
edit your comment, assign your comment to multiple segments, or delete a comment (if you placed one).
Comment numbers are unique per NPA, starting from number 1 and increasing. However, as other users may be adding
comments at the same time, your comment numbers will not always be sequential.
Clicking on any comment number will allow you to edit that specific comment.
You can click on the "View your comments" button to get a page with all your comments listed in a table, which you
can save or print.
To get back to the list of documents, you can click on the "Back to the list of document" button on the top right, or just
click on the "back" button of your browser.
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Add a new comment
To add a new comment on an NPA, you need to be in the comments view.
You can add a new comment in two ways:
1. From within the FlashPaper interface, hover your mouse over the segment you want to comment on (it will be
highlighted), right-click and select "Add comment".

2. On the list of comments to the right, right-click on any segment row and select "Add comment".

In either case, you will next be presented with the following view:
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On the FlashPaper interface, the segment you selected to comment on will be highlighted now in a light blue color and on
the right side of the screen you will get an editor which will allow you to enter your comment using a familiar interface,
similar to a word processor application.
The segment description showing on the top of the right side will also appear on the final CRD, therefore you should not
repeat this in your comment.
You can add attachments to your comment by clicking the "Add file" button. Click on the "Browse..." button next to the
text box to select a file in your computer to attach to your comment. If you need to attach more than one file, click on the
"Add file" button again and select another file. The allowed attachment formats are BMP, PNG, JP(E)G, GIF, TIF(F) and
PDF.
When you are done with your comment, you have to click on the "Save" icon (little blue disk) to save your comment along
with your attachments.
Upon saving your comment you will return to the comments view, and your new comment will have been assigned a
unique comment number.
You can add more than one comment on a specific segment. Your comment numbers will appear next to each other in the
"Comment #" column.

2.7.3

Comment attachments
You can add a number of attachments to any of your comments. The allowed attachment formats are BMP, PNG, JP(E)G,
GIF, TIF(F) and PDF.
When editing a comment with attachments, you will see the list of attachments on top of the editor. Next to each
attachment you have information about the size of the file, as well as two icons which allow you to view your attachment
or delete it.

You can add attachments to your comment by clicking the "Add file" button. Click on the "Browse..." button next to the
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text box to select a file in your computer to attach to your comment. Click on the "Remove" button next to a new
attachment to remove it.

2.7.4

Edit an existing comment
To edit one of your comments on an NPA, you need to be in the comments view.
You can edit a comment in two ways:
1. Click on the comment number in the "Comment #" column, or
2. Right-click on a segment row and select "Edit comment". If there are more than one comments on that segment, the
menu item will be expanded so that you can select the comment number representing the comment you wish to edit.

You will then be presented again with the editor view, where you can edit the text of your comment and/or add/manage
your attachments.

2.7.5

Assign a comment to multiple segments
A comment may apply to more than one segment. Instead of repeating your comment to all applicable segments, you can
assign your comment to multiple segments.
To assign a comment to multiple segments, you need to be in the comments view.
Right-click on any segment row with a comment and select "Assign to multiple segments".

You will see a checkbox next to each segment to which you can assign this comment. Check the appropriate boxes and
click on the green check icon to apply your changes or the red cancel button to return to the previous comments view.
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Your assigned comments will all have the same comment number.
Warning: Assigning a comment to multiple segments is not the same as making multiple copies of the comment. If you
edit any of the comments with a given comment number, the changes will be automatically applied to all of them.

2.7.6

Delete a comment
To delete a comment, you need to be in the comments view.
Right-click on any segment row with a comment, and select "Delete comment".

If a comment is assigned to multiple segments, only the comment on the selected segment will be removed.

2.8

View your comments
During and after the Commenting Period of an NPA, you will be able to view all your comments in a table, with each row
listing the comment id number, the segment description, the page, the content of your comment and the filenames of any
attachments. You can save and print this page for reference at any time.
In order to view all your comments on an NPA, if you are in the documents view, right-click on any document in the
"Ready for comments" (
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Alternatively, if you are in the comments view, click on the "View your comments" button:

Hint: If you want to edit this page in a word processor application like Microsoft Word, you can save the page as a web
page (.html or .htm) and open it in Microsoft Word.

2.9

Add/edit reactions

2.9.1

The reactions view
The reactions view is where you can manage your reactions to a CRD.

To the left you can see the CRD using the FlashPaper interface. To the right, you can see the list of reactions you have
placed on this CRD. The table of reactions has two columns, the first column displays the page(s) where the segment
corresponding to the entity you reacted to appears in the NPA and the second one describes the entity you reacted to.
Clicking on any reaction row on this list will highlight the entity you reacted to on the CRD. As you hover your mouse over
the document, the various entities (segments, comments, responses and resulting text) to which you can react will be
highlighted. These entities are coloured as such:
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Reaction to a...

Light yellow

segment

Light blue
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comment

Light green

response

Light brown

resulting text

Right-clicking on any reaction row will bring up a menu allowing you to edit or delete that reaction.
You can click on the "View your reactions" button to get a page with all your reactions listed in a table, which you can
save or print.
To get back to the list of documents, you can click on the "Back to the list of document" button on the top right, or just
click on the "back" button of your browser.

2.9.2

Add a reaction
To add a reaction to a CRD, you need to be in the reactions view.
From within the FlashPaper interface on the left, hover your mouse over the entity you want to react to (it will be
highlighted), right-click and select "Add reaction".
You can add reactions to segments, comments, responses and the resulting text.
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You will then be presented with the following view:

On the FlashPaper interface, the entity you selected to react to will be surrounded by an orange-yellow line and on the
right side of the screen you will get an editor which will allow you to enter your reaction using a familiar interface, similar
to a word processor application.
You can add attachments to your reaction by clicking the "Add file" button. Click on the "Browse..." button next to the
text box to select a file in your computer to attach to your reaction. If you need to attach more than one file, click on the "
Add file" button again and select another file. The allowed attachment formats are BMP, PNG, JP(E)G, GIF, TIF(F) and
PDF.
When you are done with your reaction, you have to click on the "Save" icon (little blue disk) to save your reaction along
with your attachments.
Upon saving your reaction you will return to the reactions view, and you will see your new reaction in the list on the right.
You cannot add more than one reaction on a particular entity.

2.9.3

Reaction attachments
You can add attachments to your reactions, just as you do for comments. Please refer to the article Comment attachments
for more information.
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Edit an existing reaction
To edit one of your reactions to a CRD, you need to be in the reactions view.
Right-click on a reaction row and select "Edit reaction".

You will then be presented again with the editor view, where you can edit the text of your reaction and/or manage your
attachments.

2.9.5

Delete a reaction
To delete a reaction, you need to be in the reactions view.
Right-click on any segment row with a comment, and select "Delete reaction".

2.10

View your reactions
During any time after the Reaction Period of an NPA, you will be able to view all your reactions in a table, with each row
listing the page(s) where the segment corresponding to the entity you reacted to appears in the NPA, a description of the
entity you reacted to, the content of your reaction and the filenames of any attachments.
You can save and print this page for reference at any time.
Hint: If you want to edit this page in a word processor application like Microsoft Word, you can save the page as a web
page (.html or .htm) and open it in Microsoft Word.
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